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Weighing and handling lambs regularly and monitoring how the previous weeks lambs killed out

enable Sean Conway to produce a consistent product and maximise lamb price. Sean aims to

produce a good R3 or U3 grade lamb with a carcase as near to the weekly factory cut off pay weight

as possible. The majority of lambs sold off the Conway farm 91 pc are slaughtered in Irish Country

Meats Navan, the remainder are sold as stores in the local mart. Table 1 gives a detailed breakdown

of all lambs slaughtered this year. 93.5 pc of lambs were in the ideal fat class 3, 40pc of which were

U grades and 53 pc R grades. Similar to last year the U3 grade lambs achieved the highest price of

€103.86 also similar to last year, when draughted at similar weights lambs that graded R2 had the

lightest carcase weight and lowest price at €94.56. The message from this is a clear one, under

fleshed lambs will have poorer kill out percentages leading to lighter carcases and lower lamb prices.

Fortunately for Sean only 3 pc of his lambs fell into this category. Lambs of fat class 4 generally

exceed the weekly pay weight and are uneconomical to retain on the farm especially if they are

consuming concentrates. This year due to poor grass growth and a decline in lamb performance

concentrates were introduced to the remaining lambs on the farm for finishing around mid-August.

Concentrates fed per lamb sold amounted to €3.40. In total 39 belclare cross ewe lambs were

retained for breeding. They were grass fed only and range in weight from 48-62 Kgs with an average

weight of 55kgs. Ewe production performance is outlined in table 2. Lambs sold/retained per mature

ewe put to the ram was 1.68 compared to 1.60 in 2014 and 1.33 in 2013. Sean attributes the

increase in lamb output per ewe to ewes being in better body condition at mating and the

introduction of belclare cross ewes into the flock. Overall average lamb price for lambs sold in 2015

was €100.32 compared to €95.76 in 2014 and €94.65 in 2013. Sean has been increasing his output

per ewe by producing more lambs and increasing the average lamb sale price.

Table 1 2015 Lamb Slaughter Data

% of Lambs
Slaughtered

Grade/fat
Class

weight Pay weight Price

0.5% E3 21.8 21.8 102.10

1% U4 22 21.55 99.1

40% U3 22.18 21.60 103.86

2.5% R4 23.13 21.83 102.74

53% R3 21.44 21.05 100.94

3% R2 20.2 20.2 94.56

100% 21.75 21.27 101.93



Table 2 Ewe production performance 2015

No. Scanned Scanning rate Sold/Retained Average Price
€

Ewes 162 1.8 1.68 100.32

Ewe Lambs 40 1.13 1.0 100.32

Sean is considering whether or not to erect a new sheep house. Under TAMS2 a 40% grant is

available for sheep housing. The plan would be to build a suitable shed to accommodate 200 ewes.

Housing the ewes would facilitate the closing off of paddocks and a build up of grass for spring

grazing. Sean could also make the best use of the high quality 75 + DMD silage that he has

consistantly made over the summer months from grass cut from paddocks that became too high for

grazing. High wastage has been a problem when this silage was fed to out wintered ewes in feeders.

Sean feels that the labour input and lamb losses would be reduced by lambing ewes indoors versus

outdoor lambing. Based on the Department of Agriculture’s TAMS 2 costings a slatted shed to

accommodate 200 ewes allowing 1.1m2 slatted area per ewe and 0.45m concentrate feed

space/ewe would cost €445 per ewe or €285 per ewe when the 40% grant is claimed. Costings are

based on a six bay shed with a 4m central passage and 3.65m slatted area each side and 1.8m deep

tank with agitation points at either end. A second option would be to build a 5 bay straw bedded

house with a 4m wide central passage and 5.5m deep laying areas on each side. This shed would

cost €270 per ewe or €162 per ewe space with the 40% TAMS grant.


